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Frontiers of Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering: Single Nanoparticles and Single CellsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A comprehensive presentation of Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) theory, substrate fabrication, applications of SERS to biosystems, chemical analysis, sensing and fundamental innovation through experimentation. Written by internationally recognized editors and contributors.

	

	Relevant to all those within the scientific...
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PHP Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for PHP ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to understand a certain PHP programming technique? Or learn how to accomplish a particular task? This cookbook is the first place to look. With more than 350 code-rich recipes revised for PHP 5.4 and 5.5, this third edition provides updated solutions for generating dynamic web content—everything from using basic data types...
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Better Business Decisions from Data: Statistical Analysis for Professional SuccessApress, 2014

	Everyone encounters statistics on a daily basis. They are used in proposals, reports, requests, and advertisements, among others, to support assertions, opinions, and theories. Unless you’re a trained statistician, it can be bewildering. What are the numbers really saying or not saying? Better Business Decisions from Data:...
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Computer Forensics with FTKPackt Publishing, 2014

	Written by a specialist in digital crime, this book helps you leverage the power of the FTK platform to conduct penetrating computer forensic investigations. With a step-by-step approach, it clarifies even the most complex processes.


	About This Book

	
		Receive step-by-step guidance on conducting computer...
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Continuous Enterprise Development in JavaO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn a use-case approach for developing Java enterprise applications in a continuously test-driven fashion. With this hands-on guide, authors and JBoss project leaders Andrew Lee Rubinger and Aslak Knutsen show you how to build high-level components, from persistent storage to the user interface, using the Arquillian testing...
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Source SDK Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop engaging and immersive mods with Source SDK


	Overview

	
		Create maps and mods using the tools provided with Source SDK
	
		Learn how to use Hammer to create your own game worlds
	
		Create goal-driven A.I. sequences and scripts
	
		Master Source SDK tools with ease...
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Beam Dynamics in High Energy Particle AcceleratorsImperial College Press, 2014

	Given a beam of charged particles in an accelerator, the challenge for the

	accelerator physicist is to explain and control the behaviour of that beam.

	Beam dynamics provides the tools for describing and understanding the

	particle motion. The electromagnetic elds that determine the dynamics

	may arise from components such as...
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Facebook All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The A to Z Facebook guide for users, marketers, and developers alike


	Facebook has more than a billion users worldwide. Whether you enjoy spending time on Facebook every day, use it to advertise and market your product, or develop Facebook apps, this go-to guide has something you need. Its six minibooks cover creating a...
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Sparrow iOS Game Framework, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Create mobile games for iOS devices with the Sparrow iOS game framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the principles of Game Mechanics and implement them with Sparrow's powerful framework
	
		Build an entire game throughout the course of the book
	
		This is a practical guide with...
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Rake Task Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deploy, test, and build software to solve real-world automation challenges using Rake


	Overview

	
		Solve real-world automation challenges with human readable code.
	
		Build or deploy an application package quickly.
	
		Easy-to-follow instructions to speed up tasks and manage them...
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Hello App Inventor!: Android programming for kids and the rest of usManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Hello App Inventor! introduces creative young readers to the world of mobile programming—no experience required! Featuring more than 30 fun invent-it-yourself projects, this full-color, fun-to-read book starts with the building blocks you need to create a few practice apps. Then you'll...
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Learning MS Dynamics AX 2012 ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop and customize your very own Microsoft Dynamics AX solution quickly and efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Structured learning for new developers and technical consultants
	
		Concise and easy-to-follow walkthroughs of X++ code
	
		Examples and key tips on how to avoid potential...
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